3D printed smartphone lens adapters for mobile anterior and posterior segment ophthalmoscopy

Stanford researchers have designed and prototyped an inexpensive, compact and easy-to-use smartphone lens mount for the capture of high quality photographs and videos of the eye's front and back structures. Using standard lenses and this 3D printed adapter, it is possible to perform anterior segment and indirect ophthalmoscopy. This invention also eliminates the need for expensive and less portable equipment, such as a slit lamp or a Panoptic ophthalmoscope, and greatly simplifies manually aligning the lens, light source, and camera. When coupled with an appropriate mobile app and encryption, this user-friendly adapter requires little to no specialized training, such that patients as well as healthcare practitioners may acquire the images. To capitalize on this invention's ability to aid healthcare providers' and patients' rapid communication in both modern and developing worlds see the list of applications below.
Subject.

Caption: Ophthalmoscopy condensing lens mounted to an iPhone 5 and a fundus photo taken with the attachment.

Stage of Research
Prototyped 3 types of 3D printed lens adapters and preformed user testing. The results show the prototype can successfully enabling rapid acquisition of high-quality fundus photographs of patients in the clinic and emergency room setting.

Related Technologies: S15-099 is a continuation-in-part of this invention. It provides improvements over 13-195 by enabling increased user friendliness and universality of fit to phones, and accessibility by providing low cost lenses, as well as additional examination features including the possibility of both direct and indirect ophthalmoscopy.

Applications
- a simple, compact, easy-to-use attachment which enables smartphones to capture high quality photographs and videos of the structures of the front and the back of the eye by using an improved light source and lens setup
- optometry offices

- Improved online ocular consultation for
  - developing nations
  - clinics
- underserved school districted

- Remote evaluation of post-operative eye surgery patients
- Screening for various eye diseases such as retinopathy and glaucoma
- Potential for direct patient photography of their own or family member's eye and transmission to eye care providers

**Advantages**

- Low cost production - 3D printing or injection molding (estimated adaptor cost is less than $100, which is far less expensive than slit lamps which cost thousands of dollars)
- User friendly - requires little to no specialized training
- Rapid image-capture
- Portable and durable
- Simple design
- Utilizes standard indirect ophthalmoscopy condensing lenses
- Compatible with current smartphones or tablets
- Slimline compact design
- Utilizes a separate adjustable light source and advanced software image processing to speed up and enhance image selection
- Easily detachable for convenient removal
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